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In 1492, of all years in recorded history, a meteorite struck
the earth’s surface outside the town of Ensisheim in what is
now France. The impact was seen and heard for hundreds of
miles and the townspeople had to be stopped from immediately
breaking the stone up into countless small fragments by German King Maximilian I’s representatives. The king, on a military
campaign against France, appropriated the powerful image and
declared the event a good omen for his current military campaign against France. Poet and propagandist Sebastian Brandt
produced illustrated leaflets depicting the impact in support of
the king’s war and spread them throughout Europe. After the
campaign was won, Brandt rehashed the exact same leaflets
for the king’s new campaign against the Turks.
Without having witnessed the event himself, Albrecht Dürer, a
contemporary and collaborator of Brandt and working under
the patronage of Maximilian I, painted an abstract version of the
impact on the back of his version of “St. Jerome in the Wilderness”. Works depicting St. Jerome were popular at the time and
had been painted by Leonardo and Mantegna, amongst others.
The meteorite and St. Jerome had both become memes.

Reproduction of Brandt’s original broadsheet
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Albrecht Durer “St. Jerome in the Wilderness”, ca. 1496, front and back of canvas

Inflatable sculpture, untitled, 180cm diameter

Inflatable sculpture,
untitled,
interior view

studio walkaround:
https://youtube.com/shorts/T2ynTVxyLxs

Bard college thesis exhibition, install view “all heat and no light”, 2022

Bard college thesis exhibition, install view “all heat and no light”, 2022

Inflatable sculpture, untitled, prodution render based on backside of Durer’s “St. Jerome in the Wilderness”

“this image will become important later”
riso print, foldable poster, 43x28cm,
outside

detail view

“this image will become important later”
riso print, foldable poster, 43x28cm,
inside

detail view

In November 2011, after an over 12 year long killing spree, the existence of Neo-Nazi
terror cell NSU (Nationalist Socialist Underground) was first reported on by German
mainstream media.
Two of the three core members of the cell had just previously died in a gas explosion
inside a camper van under mysterious circumstances. Soon after the uncovering,
the last remaining core cell member mailed out a video to Berlin-based anti-fascist
archive APABIZ in which excerpts from the Pink Panther cartoon series were mashed
up with TV footage reporting on the crimes committed by the cell.

“all heat and no light”
animated video loop, 8 min.,
still

“all heat and no light”,
animated video loop, 8 min.,
still

video:
https://youtu.be/CuXd28haPX4

Neo-Nazi tattoo at German far-right rally reading:
Many thanks to the NSU, your labours bore fruit

A pink feline trickster in constant conflict with authority is a
perfect blank canvas for an extreme political agenda. Even
though the German far-left, possibly influenced by US panther imagery, had already used panther drawings for flyers
and posters in the 60s, it was ultimately the far-right that
successfully appropriated the image material. Even though
the outro song from the German version of the cartoon can
still be heard playing at far-right rallies, the panther never
reached full mainstream legibility as a hate symbol in Germany, unlike Pepe the Frog, who was included on the US
Anti-Defamation League’s list of hate symbols in 2016. The
Pink Panther thus can be understood as a digital ancestor
to Pepe. It serves as an example for how apolitical image
material can be adapted with limited technological means,
charged in a clandestine and secluded environment, and
made palatable for a way of reading that resonates with the
mainstream. The shock from seeing the panther seemingly inseparably bound to Neo-Nazi ideology originates
from the character’s place in a collective cross-generational German memory. The character was originally created as a gimmick to make the opening and closing credit
sequences of the US Pink Panther movie franchise more
enjoyable. The credits text did not directly relate to the
panther and the character first and foremost existed in a
space defined by text. Through the characters’ appeal and
by demand of the audience, it was separated from the textual space and given its own visual space. This visual space
was then again given text (the German version of the cartoon features a voice-over in rhyme form), so while at first
the panther related to text, text now relates to it, making
it a perfect example of what Mitchell and Boehm call the
“visual turn” or “iconic turn” respectively.

“ways in, ways out”, digital drawing

Robert Crumb often had to self-publish his comics due to
their sexist and brutal content. The slogan from the cover of
“Lenore Goldberg and her Girl Commandos” reading “Join
The World Family Revolution Or Die!!!” was translated to “Die
Militanten Panthertanten Terror Schon Vor Rauschgift Kannten!!!” (the militant panther gals knew terror long before
they knew hard drugs) for the German version of the book.

The women of the West-Berlin based anarcho-libertarian collective Agit 883 produced a sticker using the translated title
from the German version of the Crumb comic (ca. 1968). One of the editorial members remembers the creation of the
sticker: “The Black Panther women were our role models, which led to such slogans. We always tried to be like somebody,
but rarely like the people we actually were.” Similar US-inspired panther imagery was also used by the Agit 883 collective
to support the RAF (Red Army Fraction) as exemplified in the following poster. The graphic reads “Build up the Red Army
Fraction!”

“Aufbauen”, digital drawing

“these things are not the same (bumper stickers)”, screen print on quilted retro-reflective fabric, 210x210cm,
detail views with and without flash

Fascism is flexible enough not to rely on old symbols when its supporters can’t use them anymore. Baudrillard coined
the term “heavy signs”, for events such as death, tragedy, and catastrophes. It was his understanding that these signs
are not subject to the same erosion of meaning that all other signs go through. Pop culture on the other hand promotes
the idea that all images and texts are up for grabs, can be dealt with playfully, and are fair game for reapplication and
distortion. Complex issues are being flattened into bumper sticker truths, layers and layers of irony are used to disguise
dehumanizing opinions and violence in cartoons has no consequences until it does in the real world. Along with the human
catastrophe, the semiotic one comes sneaking in.

“these things are not the same (bumper stickers)”, with flash

“these things are not the same (bumper stickers)”, production layout

Although officially prohibited, many residents of
East-Germany watched West-German TV broadcasts
and there was a chance the core members of the terror cell, all of which were born and raised in the former East-Germany, had seen the Pink Panther on TV
while growing up.
The western state-run broadcasters took measures to
cover as much of East Germany as possible by building
high powered transmitters close to the border and especially after the end of WWII and during the Cold War
the US was heavily interested in bringing its products
to the West-German market and to use pop culture as
a soft power tool.
The only parts of Eastern Germany that had difficulties
receiving these broadcasts were the very north-east
and the very south-east, which were consequently
dubbed “Tal der Ahnungslosen” (valley of the clueless).
In 2020 many Covid-deniers and anti-maskers could
be seen marching side by side with hardcore Neo-Nazis, later claiming not to know about the symbols and
slogans present at the marches, amongst them the
before mentioned Pink Panther theme music.
sketch for printed reflective textile piece

Memes play an important part in the coordinated actions of social movements in that they are personalized and adapted by individuals to tell their own stories. The imagery itself is often not loaded with any
inherent political meaning, and figures as a perfect
canvas that is just waiting for a selection of words to
give it a specific charge. Meme creation is an ongoing community effort that on its surface might appear
fractured and at times random, but the conversation,
while not unified in its message, is coherent.

“too real (proof of fiction)”, digital drawing

“dust unsettling”, digital drawing

“a secret 3rd thing”, digital drawing

Artist statement

My practice is principally focused on language: how it interacts with image material, and the longevity of communicative text/image strategies through leaflet,
propaganda, and meme formats. By employing modes of expression spanning
animation, sculpture, writing, drawing and textiles, I create timelines connecting
seemingly disparate objects and events to their shared fundamental, historical,
and linguistic connectors. My practice promotes textual and pictorial literacy,
as well as the belief that an understanding of communicative processes can be
helpful in better situating the simplification of complex issues with which we are
confronted daily. Considering the audience’s attention and granting access to
the works is key to this comprehension. By appropriating pop cultural icons, my
work takes a close look at how said culture pushes the idea that all images and
texts are fair game for reapplication and distortion, and the semiotic catastrophes that ensue.
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